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Cornwall. Land of myth and magic!
The Cornish tourist board says  about Cornwall: ‘In the far west (​http:​/​​/​visitcornwall.com​/​places​/​west-cornwall" \t "_self​) where the sea turns turquoise in the sun, the sand is white and the natural light is sometimes blindingly bright, the land is adorned with a legacy of Bronze age standing stones, huge granite burial chambers, Celtic crosses and holy wells’.
This is how Cornwall is sold in the tourist market.
With a landscape punctuated by ancient standing stones and holy wells, the idea of Cornwall as mysterious and linked with ancient, unknowable (and perhaps abominable) religions and superstitions persists. 
 Surrounded entirely by sea and forged out of granite, Cornwall is remote; a wild land of pirates, lawlessness and magic.
Cornwall has a landscape made for the Gothic!
In 1998 Avril Horner and Sue Zlosnik coined the term ‘Cornish Gothic’ in relation to the work of Daphne du Maurier.​[1]​ 
And in their book, Ella Westland says that ‘By the 1790s it was no longer necessary to leave Britain in search of a rugged landscape which would inspire ecstasy, tranquillity, sweet melancholy or Gothic horror .... The transformation of Cornwall in the English imagination depended on rocky shores and surging seas taking their place with dark forests and snowy summits as approved sites for romantic sublimity’.​[2]​
And here are some other writers on Cornwall –
      Arthur Conan Doyle, Through the Magic Door:  ‘There is something wonderful, I think, about  the land of Cornwall. That long peninsula extending out into the ocean has caught all sorts of strange floating things, and has held them there in isolation until they have woven themselves into the texture of the Cornish race’.
      E. F. Benson ‘Pirates’: ‘The wood-pigeons were cooing in the lime, there was the hum of bees and a whisper of wind in the trees and all round the soft enchanted Cornish air, laden with dream-stuff’. 
      Wilkie Collins on Cornwall:  ‘the grand and varied scenery; the mighty Druid relics; the quaint legends; the deep, dark mines; the venerable remains of early Christianity; and the pleasant, primitive population [of] one of the remotest and most interesting corners of our old English soil’.

Cornwall has long been associated with the strange, the isolated and Cornish Gothic does not begin or end with Du Maurier.
And as we can see some illustrious writers have had a fascination with Cornwall and its ancient landscape littered with stone circles, relics, ancient wells and the dark chasms of its mines. 
Whilst comparisons can of course be made with the other Celtic fringes – Wales, Brittany and Ireland for example, Cornwall is different.
As a British Celtic fringe it is often absent. 
Jarlath Killeen in his excellent book Gothic Literature cites the British Celtic fringes as being ‘Ireland, Scotland and Wales’.​[3]​ 
Here Cornwall is forgotten; but it is this often continued absence of Cornwall that at least in part defines it as a Gothic space. 
 The actual geographical shape of Cornwall accentuates peripheralism: Cornwall is defined as much by the sea as the land and has no natural centre. 
Hanging off the very edge of England, split from the mainland by the Tamar river, Cornwall accentuates the strangeness of both the inside and the outside. 
English yet not quite of England, Cornwall is uniquely categorized. 
The ‘nearest’ of the Celtic peripheries, there is no question of any devolution for Cornwall and Cornwall remains resolutely English. 
But the very fact that Cornwall is not outside England emphasises its otherness. 
Cornwall’s strangeness is attached to the English mainland. 
The spaces of uncertainty, ambivalence and difference that are nearest to ‘us’ always pose the greatest threats and instabilities.
Cornwall is more strange and less civilized than the rest of mainland England and this proves fertile ground for Gothic fictions and horrors.
I am going to examine two of these fictions, the only two Hammer Horror films to be set in Cornwall: The Plague of Zombies and The Reptile. 
Both are set in some unspecified Victorian period and both films are set in the rural locations of Cornish villages.
Filmed back to back, using the same sets and actors these films form a pair and were B Movies for another pair of films all of which were released in 1966.
The Plague of Zombies was billed with Dracula Prince of Darkness and The Reptile with Rasputin the Mad Monk.
Yet despite the fact that the main features had bigger budgets and both starred Christopher Lee, Jonathan Rigby says that ‘the humble supporting features, both set in Cornwall, are infinitely better films’ (153). 
The Dracula film and Rasputin are set in exotic, foreign locations, Dracula is set in Germany near the Rhine Valley and the Black Forest and the Mad Monk is set in Russia. 
Both are wild and seemingly dangerous locations where there are less restrictions and civilization has not got such a tight hold as in England.
However, the dark, brooding Gothic landscapes of Cornwall in the B-movies are also exotic and wild and civilization only has a tenuous hold here too.
The villages themselves are surrounded by moorland and the idea of isolation and Cornwall being ‘far away’ is emphasized. 
There has always been an idea that Cornwall is ‘hard to get to’ and ‘too far away’.
As Sir James in Plague exclaims when his daughter suggests that they go down to Cornwall: 
 ‘Go to Cornwall? It’s miles away!’.
Cornwall is seen as almost inaccessible; an exotic Other that is far away and wilder than the mainland.
In both films Cornish villages are remote and cut off and a lack of law is apparent. 
In these Cornish villages the aristocrats can do what they like and bring in what they like and they bring evil into Cornwall in the form of zombies and a terrible reptile-woman. 
The horrors in these films do not originate in Cornwall, they come from elsewhere.
Zombies created by voodoo practices from Haiti kill, terrorize and resurrect the Cornish locals and the reptile-woman from Malaysia brings death and destruction to an isolated Cornish village. 
    James Rigby’s plot summary of Plague of Zombies:
    ‘Distinguished scientist Sir James Forbes travels with his daughter Sylvia to a paranoid Cornish community in answer to a desperate plea from his former pupil, Dr Peter Tompson. The rash of mysterious deaths in the district – of which Tompson’s wife Alice is one of the latest victims – is ultimately traced to the local squire. Fresh from a spell in Haiti, he has reactivated the local tin mine and is staffing it with zombies’.
English Gothic: A Century of Horror Cinema
   And here is his summary of The Reptile:
 ‘Harry and Valerie Spalding arrive in the Cornish village of Clagmoor to investigate the mysterious death of Harry’s brother Charles. They discover that the enigmatic Dr Franklyn, having been cursed by the ‘Ourang Sancto’ of Borneo, has a daughter, Anna, who periodically turns into a [huge!] snake’. 
English Gothic: A Century of Horror Cinema 

In both films the threat and actual mortal danger has come from outside – from Haiti and Borneo. 
There is reverse colonization, but Cornwall is open and receptive to it.
Cornwall itself is often represented as an ungovernable and transgressive place and the suggestion is that the horrors in these films would never have come to a city. 
In these horror films about Cornwall, the landscape itself allows space for something to come in from an exotic elsewhere.
Cornwall has an ancient landscape and historically as well as geographically, Cornwall’s isolation has been manifest. 
This isolation, loss and marginalisation engenders some of the most abiding images of Cornwall. 

Cornwall, as Philip Payton suggests is a place synonymous with:
 ‘Savagery and smuggling, “wrecking” and riot [...] epitomising both the independence of action and frequent lawlessness of the individualistic Cornish’. (87)
Cornwall is most often seen as somehow lacking: in law, ‘normality’, in the ordinary, orderly progression of time, in Englishness.
The supernatural, superstition, witchcraft and ritualistic practices all saturate fictional accounts of Cornwall.
From the 1850s with Wilkie Collins’ novel The Dead Secret to these films from the 1960s and beyond, secrets, older religions, sexual threats and death find space in Cornwall.
In the C18th and C19th Cornwall was known as ‘West Barbary’ referencing the West coast of Africa, the Barbarian coast! 
And it has long been associated with Africa and the pirates of the Barbary coast, a place represented as alien, dangerous and fabulous.
The Barbary coast is not a civilized place.
In The Plague of Zombies and The Reptile Cornwall is not a civilized place either, 
And in these Hammer Horror films Cornwall is equated with a barbarous, superstition-ridden Elsewhere.
In this Cornwall the usual authorities are ineffective and there is no rule of law.
The police are entirely powerless and largely ignored and the coroner in Plague is not allowed to do any autopsies.
This is a different place that is playing by different rules.
In the Hammer films, the Cornish locals are unwelcoming, paranoid and superstitious. 
However, here, in this place, they have good reason to be! 
There are zombies and giant murdering snakes creeping about! 
Their superstitious fear is founded.
In relation to DuMaurier’s work, Horner and Zlosnik argue that ‘Her sense of identification with the peripheral culture of Cornwall may be seen as deriving from her attraction to its strangeness, the ‘otherness’ of a landscape permeated by relics of the past and hints of beliefs alien to the seemingly rational world of the twentieth century’ (68).
In these films Cornwall itself has swayed away from the rational world of the twentieth century and the mainland.
And things from elsewhere are seeping in.
Cornwall is full of fissures in space, time and reality. 
Cornwall seems never quite complete in itself and it presents a permeable boundary. 
Peppered with black and gaping holes from the deep and dangerous mines, 
with quoits and standing stones above ground 
and ancient fougos beneath there are exotic depths to Cornwall: something underneath. 
Peel away the top layer and there emerges something else; something older, some entity, knowledge or secret that has been hidden.
Horner and Zlosnik call the Cornish landscape a ‘palimpsest’ saying: ‘The palimpsestic nature of place would seem to underlie the appeal’ of Cornwall.
And this sense of layers, of underneath and something lying under Cornwall itself permeates not just the landscape but the fictions about Cornwall too.
As well as the strange and beautiful landscapes above ground, there is something underneath Cornwall.
The mine workings here above ground point to what lies beneath in the depths.
In many of the imaginings about Cornwall there is a sense of depth – of the past that is lost and repressed but which will, inevitably in a Gothic setting, return. 
In both Plague and The Reptile there are mysterious caverns beneath the aristocratic manor houses, both of which hide the foreign horrors.
In both films it is underground, underneath the surface and within the granite itself that holds the real horror. 
In Plague the voodoo rituals performed in caverns beneath Squire Hamilton’s country manor resurrect the dead and the zombie slaves toil in the tin mine and are whipped and tormented.
And in The Reptile snake-woman Anna lies in the hellish cave under the house by a bubbling sulphur pool. 
There is a permeation of boundaries – bodily boundaries and the ground itself.
National boundaries too have been transgressed and the foreign has infected and permeated Cornwall.
The bodies of the Zombie villagers and Alice as zombie have been violated and penetrated by something else, something foreign.
This is how Alice in Plague of Zombies ends up! (picture)
And in The Reptile Anna’s infection has exoticized her and infected her body with foreigness.
And this is what has taken over Anna’s body. (picture)
Cornwall has let in the foreign.

I. Q. Hunter (2000), ‘The Legend of the 7 Golden Vampires’, Postcolonial Studies, 3:1, 81-87
I Q Hunter argues that: ‘The horror films The Reptile (1966) and The Plague of the
Zombies (1966), [...] use the otherwise racist tropes of
foreign infection to depict colonialism as corrupting. The Plague of the Zombies,
for example, constructs an explictly anticolonial metaphor: workers are
zombified using knowledge acquired in the West Indies to labour in a Cornish
tin mine. As Pirie remarks of these films, ‘Both concern small Cornish communities
threatened by a kind of alien and inexplicable plague which has been
imported from the East via a corrupt aristocracy: both are, by implication at
least, violently anti-colonial.’ (86) 

And it is interesting that these anti-colonial sentiments are represented through and within a Cornish setting.
Here again, Cornwall is not quite English enough. 
Patrick Brantlinger cites as one of ‘The three principles of imperial Gothic’ an ‘invasion of civilization by the forces of barbarism’.
Yet what happens when it is West Barbary that is invaded?
And although I am not suggesting that the makers of these films knew directly about Cornwall’s history or its classification as West Barbary, Cornwall in these films is still represented as Other and as a place open to these reverse colonizations.
Cornwall represents the non-English within England; the foreign at home. 
Cornwall is too far away and yet at the same time too near as the horrors that have been allowed to permeate Cornwall might just slip across the Tamar!
Remote, isolated, ancient and other-worldly, Cornwall’s landscapes are haunted.
So perhaps it is as Conan Doyle exclaims:
 ‘Yes, there is something strange, and weird, and great, lurking down yonder in the great peninsula which juts into the western sea’.
And as we have seen, Zombies and huge reptile women do lurk here.
In the end of the films, fire destroys both the zombies and the snake. 
However, the horror is never finally defeated and the Cornish landscape remains mysterious and magical in the popular imagination.
Cornwall is unruly.
It is made for the Gothic and the wealth of Gothic literature, fictions and imaginings of Cornwall attest to this.
Darkness still seeps up through the Cornish granite.













Consider the women’s bodies Anna as snake, Alice as zombie and Sylvia as potential zombie.
Also think about Arata – reverse colonization and Brantlinger Imperial gothic. Both = relevant, but here, Cornwall is more ‘ready’ to receive the Other and is much more open to the penetration by the exotic and the foreign.




I. Q. Hunter, ‘The Legend of the 7 Golden Vampires’, Postcolonial Studies, (2000),  3:1, p. 86.

Gothic Literature: 1825 – 1914 Jarlath Killeen, Cardiff, University of Wales Press, 2009, Introduction page 5 ‘the Hammer directors looked to the Gothic mode to indicate how far the Victorian past was from the twentieth century’.

English Gothic: A Century of Horror Cinema, Jonathan Rigby, Reynolds and Hearn, 2000
153 – his plot summary of Plague of Zombies: ‘Distinguished scientist Sir James Forbes travels with his daughter Sylvia to a paranoid Cornish community in answer to a desperate plea from his former pupil, Dr Peter Tompson. The rash of mysterious deaths in the district – of which Tompson’s wife Alice is one of the latest victims – is ultimately traced to the local squire. Fresh from a spell in Haiti, he has reactivated the local tin mine and is staffing it with zombies’.
Sez it is a ‘genuine classic’.
Sez there is ‘a head-on collision between a rational Victorian investigator and an irrational ancient horror rooted in the West Country’.
Sez the squire is completely ‘amoral’, murdering his ‘subjects’ to enslave them and make them work in the mine.
Relates it to Dracula: ‘Squire Hamilton’s wickedness, though it derives from Haiti rather than Transylvania, is as much a threat to ‘Little England’ as Dracula’s and it also depends on Hamilton’s draining blood from his prospective victims’. 
155 The Reptile ‘with its colonial background and sadistic details’.
Plot summary: ‘Harry and Valerie Spalding arrive in the Cornish village of Clagmoor to investigate the mysterious death of Harry’s brother Charles. They discover that the enigmatic Dr Franklyn, havingb een cursed by the ‘Ourang Sancto’ of Borneo, has a daughter, Anna, who periodically turns into a [huge!] snake’. 
Sez ‘the slimy, rain-soaked scene in which the grave of Harry’s brother is re-opened is a splendidly Gothic highlight’. 
‘Dr Franklyn’s tragedy, and that of his daughter, is a textbook case of the “sins of the fathers” scenario. [...] A doctor of theology, he seems to have strayed into the lurid landscape of Hammer horror from one of those M R James stories in which antiquarian scholars pay a terrible price for their academic zeal’. 
155 Quote Dr F on Anna saying she is ‘a hideous parody of herself’ with a ‘loathsome thing using her body – my daughter my lovely Anna .. My only happiness, my dearest possession’,
Says finally ‘he succumbs to Anna’s final, fatal, incestuous bite as their world goes up in flames around them’. 
156 Sez with the malignant Malay servant and with the evil originating in the East, Rigby says at first glance it seems ‘like the conventionally negative ‘Yellow Peril’ figure. But it’s worth pointing out that though the evil in the film – known to the locals as the “Black Death” – originates in the East, it only chooses to infect England thanks to the blundering presumption and interference of a Westerner’.
Sez ‘Some critics have gone so far as to suggest [...] that both Hammer’s Cornish horrors are violently anti-colonial’. 

‘10 great British rural horror films’: Haunted landscapes, remote villages, pagan traditions – here are 10 classic British horror movies that straddle the ley lines of our countryside’s ancient, superstitious past. Peter Hutchings, BFI.org
The Reptile

‘Colonial secrets lurk in the Cornish countryside, atmospherically presented even though the filmmakers never went anywhere near Cornwall. Superstitious villagers refuse to engage with whatever it is that’s killing them, and it takes a square-jawed Hammer outsider-hero to recognise that the threat is both foreign and female. Order is finally restored but the conclusion is perfunctory and a sense of unease lingers long after the film is over. This is simply one of Hammer’s best gothic productions’.
Davies, Owen, 2007, The Haunted: A Social History of Ghosts, Palgrave. And his 5 volume series Ghosts: A Social History                                                           
3-4 points to the idea that fairies were meant to haunt places and says that in Celtic folklore ghosts and fairies were sometimes equated. Quote Katherine Brigs saying that fairies ‘were sometimes vaguely called “spirits” with a kind of implied suggestion they were the spirits of the dead. Sometimes they were described without qualification as the dead, or said to have the dead among them. More often they are qualified as a special type of dead’. 
Davies then says ‘This explicit association between ghosts and fairies is, however, little evident in English sources other than those relating to Cornwall’ and says this idea ‘of fairies as intercessionary beings was in significant decline from the seventeenth century in most areas of England other than Cornwall’.
Q. Hunter 
81 ‘Hammer’s horror films from the late 1950s to the mid-1970s have been
largely considered as versions of Romantic Gothic, telling a familiar story about British repression and sadistic sexuality’. Not these, the Cornish themselves are Not repressed, although the British might be!

Talks about Terence Fisher’s early Hammer films: ‘The bold simplicity of Fisher’s early films lends them enormous
aesthetic appeal, with their grand metaphysical struggles and confident nostalgia
for Victorian certainties. But Hammer knew that such strict demarcations of
Good and Evil were merely formal conceits demanded by the genre, and were
rapidly becoming outmoded and inadequate to changing sexual and ideological
trends’.

86 ‘The horror . lms The Reptile (1966) and The Plague of the
Zombies (1966), both set in Britain, similarly use the otherwise racist tropes of
foreign infection to depict colonialism as corrupting. The Plague of the Zombies,
for example, constructs an explictly anticolonial metaphor: workers are
zombi. ed using knowledge acquired in the West Indies to labour in a Cornish
tin mine. As Pirie remarks of these . lms, ‘Both concern small Cornish communities
threatened by a kind of alien and inexplicable plague which has been
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